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REPORT ~Os 117.

THE DRAG OF ZEPPELIN AIRSHIPS.

By ?hX ~. ~UKK.

IiiTRODUCTION.

This report was prepared for the National Advismy Committee for Aeronautics, and is a
discm~sionof the results of tests with Zeppelin airships, in -which the. propellers were stopped
as quickly as possible -while the airship was in full flight. Some details of these tests are
described in a paper by V; Soden and Dorqier.l They were cont”mued after that pubhcation
and cover R series of interesting types. In this paper I intend to refer to the theory involwd
in these tests and to one scientifically interest.~mfact which can be derived from them and
which has not yet been noted.

The chief general question concerning these tests is, of course: Does the negative accelera-
tion of an airship with stopped propellers supply proper data for determinii the drag of the
uirshipwhen in uniform flight? This can not Resolutely be answered in the afErmative, the two
phenomenn not being identical in principle. We believe, however, that in this particular case
the agreement is sufikient. and that. the data obtained from the test are the true or, at least,
the approximate quantities wanted. We have sewmd strong reasons for cur opinion and wiLl
proceed to discuss them.

MOTION” IN A NO?fTISCOUS FLUID.

Consider in the fit place what motion of the airship is h be expected. It is generally
believed—and the. foljowing -test+ confirm the belief ta a certain degree-that the drag of an

airship can be represented by an expression of the form.

where A is a constant which has the dimension of an area and may therefore be called the area
of drag; F is the wdocity of flight; and P/2 is haIf the density of the surrounding air. The
mass of the floating ship is equal to the mass of the displaced fluid and is therefore

where v is the displa~ent of the ship. Hence, according to the general la-w of mechanics,
the motion after the propellers stop is determined by the equation

(3) – d/dt(v-.vp)=~P-p/2

in which, however, the influence of the retfidation -~n the drag itself is not -j-et taken into
consideration. By integrating (3) two times we obtmn succ=vely

I4) 1’- (2?#A)/(t + c,).

where c1, cZ, and c, are three constan~ of integrating determinable by the inithd conditions.
-—

1V. Soien and Dcrnkr, Mttdhogen des L.uCtddii’bn Zeppelin in RkdridMhaffn, Dk B4frmmm
Whrmrsucl.h zatsohrut m Fh4gt. Uud Motffl. 1911.
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We choso the situation of x = O rmd the origin of time t= O so that c1 and c~arc zero nnd C3is
the unity of timo; and we have then
(6*)

T.’=.!%) ,... -- --

(7*) .
-y -10pjl~,~) – g ~

(2@A) has the dimension of a length, characteristic of the motion of
paper we will call it the “characteristic length” of the ship and denote its.

(8) . s = (2v/A) (Definition).

Then we obtain

(6) v=8tt

(7) X=8 log t.

.—

t.hr ship, h this

At any moment the ship moves With a velocity such as would be neccssnry to cover tlie
constant length s in the time elapsed from a constant origgn of time.

We proceed no-w to take into account the difference between the drag in uniform flight
and that in retarcled flight; and shall consider, in the first pl~ce, the conditions of flight in n
nonviscous fluid,

In such a fluid n uniformly movi~ body would

—. .—. —. —.—

FIs. 1.

in gencmd htive no drag at till.. R’hrn a
solid is moving in a fluid, the latter pos-
mssas kinetic energy proportionfil to the
square of the velocity of the solid. (lm-
sequently, when the solid is rchrdwl, l.lm
fluid itself must 10SCkinetic energy; aml ‘
this mehns thut t.ho force opposing the
motion of the i!uid must have an cqurd
reaction on the soIid. This reactiun is
in such a direction as to opposo the
change, i. c,, it is a negative drug, tend-
ing to accelerate the solid. This energy
is given tho fluid by tho force ncccs-
sary to put the body into motion nnd

is given back if the body is being retarded, The effect of this kinetic inergy of the fluid is Ihr
stime as if the body had a constant increment of mass, additional to its own mms. The fmw
in question is perfectly taken into account if the displacement v in (.8) is increased by u corre-
sponding increment of volume.

There is no dit%culty in calculating this incremen~ as exactJy as desired. WC will, how-
erer$ confine omselvw to the simpkst proper axumption, believing this to be quite suffkicn t
for the present purpose, and for the conclusions we are about to make. WC will limit our-
selves t~ the case of a very long airship, so ‘that the influenco of mwh end on the other is small
aml may be neglected. Moreover, we shall assume the enda to be so shapml as to be Mp~Me
of rcprwentation by the combination of the flow f~om a point sourco and tho constant velocity
l“. The intensity of the point source must be

(8) I=r%V

where r is the radius of the greatest section of the ship. Let tie point source be situahxl at tJlc
origin of a system of polar coordinates R, q. The fluid passing in unit of time through Hsphmi-
ca] segment, R = constant, within the cone P= constant is composed of two parts, ono duo t.o
Lhe constant veloc.ity F, and the other to the point source. The first pmt is (R sin ~)~~, 1’

nnd the second ptu% is ~ (1 – Cos P) . P?r . T“. If the edge of the spherical segment coinri(lex
.—4>..- ...-” ~.-=.”-.:—- .=-=:--- ---

~Compare Report No. 114.

.-~. ....... ..
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with the surface of the airship in question, the entire fluid passing, that is to say, the. sum
of these two ~xpresions is eqmd to the intensity of the source P r V., whence we obtain the
equation of the @rship body. .
(9)

or, transformed,

(10)

As WSS to be

(X)S Q/~R=r . ~

expected, the shape is independent of the velocity. ” ~‘
Xow -we proceed tu calculate the lci.qeticenergy of the fluid outside the airship bo cly, as-

suming the airship moving in air at rest. The motion of the air is entirely represented by the
point source. At the &lxmce. R the docity is. ..

and the potentia.I is

*V
4XP

Through a sphericaI zone between the two cones P= PIand P= w + C@,with the area 2R% sin p,dp,

the fluid passing in unit of time is d#= $ r% Y sin rpldql.

The space integd of the kinetic ~nergy can easily be transformed into a surface integral.’
Twice the kinetic energy can be represented by the integd

(11) 2z’=p JJk M#
—

which is to be performed over the surface of the body. Substituting. in (11) the expressions
@ and # before mentioned, and rep~acing R by the ~aht side of (10), itappears that

(12)

Shl= Pf2 . ~s’ 9@~p the ~t~~ of which k
The integrant in (12] can be transformed into 4 Cosqj’2

+ Sill= Q/2.3 Hence,

Each end of the airship gives rise ta the same kinetic energy, so that 2 1’ is the total
energy. This equaIs one-fourth .of the energy which a sphere of the fluid would have if mov-
ing with velocity F, whose r@ius is the radius of the Iargest _ section of the airship. This
gives us the apparent increment of mass of the aimhip, and is equiwdent to about 21% of
the entire volume.

The error due to our two assumptions w& respect to the shape-of the stip and to its length
is not great. The share of a particle of the fluid in contr.ibutirg to the energy decreases as :
the ~d power of R, and is smalI to the same degreethat R is great when compared with ~r, the
distance of the point source from the head of the s~p. Nor do we believe that the iduence
of the shape of the ship is great. In any case, the increment of the mass is so small when com-
pared with the entire mass of the ship that-it little matters whether the error in the increment
is a Iittle smaller or greater. It is only the order of maggtude of the increment that we
intended to caIcuIate.

m
1SeeLamb. HydrO@w!iCS, SSJ2tion61.
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The exact calculation of the increment for sewmd forms, however, would be useful too.
It could be based with advantage on a valuable paper of l?uhrmtmn4on a similm theme, Tho
integration could be performed graphically.

MOTION IN A VISCOUS FLUID.

The preceding calculation shows the incremeni of mass to be about 2* pm ccn~ of tho
mass of the ship. Accordi@y, the forw on the ship due to the retardation of ~hc surround-
ing flow is only 21 per cent of the drag due to the viscosity of the air. Henco nlso the change
in the distribution of pressura is srndl. .If the fluid notion ncnr the surface is sttilJc, wc can
not expect it to be affected by so small a change in the distribution of prcasurc. The ks[s
on aimhips show that within certain limits the drag js proportiomd to the squaro of velocity,
TM points to stability of flow for these particular ships. In this cam we do not wren cxpoct
a small change of the flow and of the drag. .

The quantity deduced above is, so to speak, th~ influence”of the motion in frictimdcss air
on the friction. In reality the matter is more complicated, The ship Ica%s behind it u shwun
of Rir, following with a velocity less than the velocity of flight; this may be called t.hc“ vmkc.”

It is possible to obtain a certainnotion of the maatihdc of the cfTects. Gcncrdly tltu
velocity of the air in the wake can not surpass the veIocity of flight. But even if it wero M
great, the air would remain in the neighborhood of the ship, there would be no space for ihc
new wake to be formed, steidy motion could not occur, and the phenomenon vvould not agrm
with the facts. Let F be the vciIocity of flight and V the average velocity of the foLlowing

.

stream of air. This air occupies a cylinder with the radius r’ behind the ship, Then Lhc
volume of this cylinder filled with air in the unit of time is r’%( P – V)! and its momentum is

(14) M=j%( v- v’) V’p

The radius r’ has a minimum if V’ is + 1? Let ti assume thi9 for the present so LM 1
M= +Ppa-r”. If the coefficient of drag with respect to the section UPis about .0S, as it AppearsLO

be in the folloming tests, we would obtain for the momentum given tho wake .0SV ~ #0

Hence,

.08 P ~ .rar= ~Ppr%

and therefore,
rf
:= .40.

Tests with airship models show that the distribution of pressure agrees with the theoretical
value about up to r’=& at the rear end. For this reason it is probtible that the meamm.loci~y
of the air in the wake is indeed not very ditTerentfrom half the velocity of flight. IL would
be interesting and important to determine it more exactly by model ksta. b far as we know
such teats have not yet been published. For the present purpose tho cxactncss of our nssumlj- ,
tion is sufl.kient.

If the ship is retarded, the air in the wake, owing to its momentum, meets air with a less
velocity, and pushes it aside. At hst the air o-rertakcs the ship. Wc will cahxhtc whut
velocity the ship has at this moment of meeting. The fallowing”air h)~ Lruwlcd the distanco

T; being the velocity of the ship at the time ~, and f, being the instant of the meeting. Accord-
ing to equation (7) the ship has traveled in tbe same time

s log ‘~
.-5. ~.. _. J.. .: .:= .-.-+ .. ““-. .-=-. : L-.–>..: ........ 4..- -. ~=

~(1~ Fuhrmanm Thooretkhe nnd esperimentelle Untersuchmgen sn BalIonmodclIcn.
... —. . .

Jrdubuch der +otorlufkhlil Studicngcs 1911/12.
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That is,

; T; (t#J=810g~.

Hence from equation (7),

~ P& ~
)

r
~ =s low~

=Ta .—
or

~oa g 1 1;
.( )= T’, =z.E–l

.
The solution of this equation is}= 3.5. If the velocity has decreased to the 3.5th pmt. of its

—
3 .

value the air runnirg after the ship overtakes it..
This air in the wake has the same direction as the ship, and therefore its momentum would

decretie the drag of the ship and its retardation. The test, however, would show such an ~ect
ordy if the pitot tube attached to the airship opens into air at rest, as in nornd flight. In this
case, when the air of the wake owrt akes and surrounds the ship, the indicated -docity would
cease to decretie before the veIocity zero is reached.

If, on the other hand, the pitot tube is within the movi& air, the test would show a more
or 1ssssudden increase of retardation; the following air having perhaps a greater velocity than
the ship itseU, This retardation, however, ceases soon, or at least decreases considerably.

We do not believe that the following air meets the ship at all. The distance the ship covers
between the be@ming of the retardation and the meet@ with the following stream of air
would be according to equation (7)

. T7

.-

●
●

✍✍r
-—

-

.—

—

The tests show s to be about 11,000 feet, and log 3.5= 1.25; so that the distance would be
about 13,700 feet =2.5 miles. ‘We can hardIy imaafie that in the great- numhm of tests the

. .—-

ccmrse of the ahip was so exactly straight and the wind so uniform that after about 2 miles the
—

ship has not left her path by half its diameter, i. e., by 40 feet. The stream of following air seems
more Iikely h be dissolved during so long a distance. But &en if it should meet the ship with
undiminished velocity, the pitot tube wouId not be within it at each test. The cylinder of the .-

radius ~ r when distributed aronqd a cylinder of the radius r occupies a tube with a thickness

d wdi r (~C5 – 1)= .22 r, or about 8 feet. The distance between the ttibe and the ship was -.

in practice about 10 feet.
THE RESULTS OF TEE TESTS. .-

‘iVe are now prepared to consider the results of @e tests and to examine them with respect
to the possibilities mentioned. Each of the curves represents a si.rgle test. 1/V is plotted
against the time. Acccmling to equation (6) the tsmgent of the angle between the direction
of the curve and the vertical axis of coordinates is the characteristic length of the ship. If the
drag is proportional to the square of the velocity this length s is ccrnstant and the curve is
a straight Iine. If the ‘plotted points are lying on a uniformly curved line, the coefficient of
drag changes continuously; if the cume”has a sudden break, tbe coefficient changes discontinu-
ously and suddenIy from oqe value to another. On the right hand of each diagram a scale for
the velocity in mijh. is added.

L. Z. 10 is one of the oldeat ships. Its velocity was ordy 19 rn/sec. (@J mi/7i).’ AX points
lie as exactly on a stra&ht line as can be expected. The same can be said of the test with L @.
L 59 is the only ship the test with which gave a slightly curved line. The coefficientof drag was

not comtant during the test as with the two first-rnentioped ships, but slowly increased as the
velocity decreased.

~Jmay, in the papa “ Studien znr Entwkklnng &r kftfs$meug~’: in ZeWwhr. f. FL u. Kotmf. givw 21 m/q we aiqee wfth V. S@lm and
Dcmk fn the sbovementloned pap In the mentfoned peper cane other deteiIe of theeldpe een Ee fwnd.
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●

The remaining ships, six different ones, the kts of which were made at difl’omnt t.immand
independent of each other, show a very remarkable result. The points lio on two diflcnmt
straight lines, which cut each other at a definite angle. Look, for instance, ah tlmcurvo of L JJ.
The first and the last points are somewhat irregular; and wc think that at the first point the en-
gines were not yet completely stopped and at the last point the dynamical pressurewas too small
tti be obtained correctiy. The other points coincide with the two straight linm mentioned;
the first line is given by 7 points and the second by 4 points. We think tha~ the genuineness of
the brokcmline obtained with six ships OULof nine can not be doubted. It is not improlddc csen
that LZ JO dso would have given a broken line if the test could have km begwl nt u higher
velocity. We do not know whether L.@ and L 50 also hive discontinuitics outside the rungc of
the test.

The curves show that the velocity demeaem steadiIy at the end of each bxt, and that the
retardation, but for one sudden discontinuity, is very regular and in accordance with equation
(6). Neither does the velooity become constant at a definite vahm, nor can we find an incroam
of the retardation followed by a decrease. We are unable tu find any indication of tho follow-
ing stream of ah meeting the ship, We hava but one explanation for the rcsuIt of the t,cst..
The retmd.i.ngship suddenly changes its coefficient of drag, it being incrmsed. Nor is this in
disagreement with other experiments of aerodynamic. OR the contrary, there is scarcely any
body, if there is at alI, the motion of the fluid around yd~ich or within which does not suddenly
tmd discontinuously change under some particular conditions. WC stab that the nirships
investigated are no exceptions to this ruIe, but that such a discon~iinuity happens and th
coefficient of drag suddenly changes if tho ships are retard@ and their velocity is 70 to80 n~i/h.

The reason is the same as in other CSSW,asudden change of t.hcmotion of air, which has
become unstable. It is not quite certain whether this chango would also htippen if the ships
would be accelerated or if they were in uniform flight. Wo believe this cha~~o would occur
either at the same velocity or at a velocity in the neighborhood.

Our opinion is supported by the particular values of the chartic.teristiclcngtbs obhiinwl.
These values are such that ordy the first ones, those obtained ah the higher velocity, agree with
the magnitude of the absorbed power of the ship.

Accordi@ to the definition (8) A = 2U/8, where vJ-tho displacement of the ship is proporly
to be increased by u/3P, according to equation (13). This improvement is not very considerthlc.
This area of drag A stiIl contains the area of drag of tho propellers, which we cstimata to Iw &5
square feet per engine. After subtracting a corresponding value, we obtain an improvw.1nrca
of drag of the ship which may also be denoted by A. The required power then is

(15) P= A.q. V.v

where q is the dynamical pressure and v the efficiency of the propellers. The efllcicncy can be
calculated by us~~ this equation and its value is put into the table for the ~wo chtiractcristic
lengths obtained in the columns headed Viand ~z.

The density of air -wMassumed to be that of seaIevel under moan conditions. It was not so,
of course, the ship actualIy flying at some height. The publication of Sodcn and llornicr hints
at a height of about 1,450 feet. But the power .of the engines decreases as much as the density,
and the radt of the calculation remains unidtered. Only the last ship, L 70, is in exception, the
engines of which are supercompressed. For this ship wc assumed a height of fligh~ of abuut
2,000 feet and put into a table a correspondingly incre&ed value of the hormpowcr.

The values obtained for the efficiency, ho-we~er, aro rather uncertain, In (15) V occurs
in the third power, the dynamical pressure q containing the square of K Small cMur&ces 01’
the veIocity thereforo con.tiderably change the result, and the velocity of t.hc ships is by no
means very exactly known.

We think, however, that the vtilues obtained from s,, i. e., from the chtiructeris~iclcngtl~
at higher velooity, give better values. With the ships L&’, L~~, L57, and L&? thcro mo
greater differences of the two lengths. In all these cases the eflkicncy obtained from the
smaller characteristic length is too high. .

.,
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The chief part of the theoretical Ioas of g propeller is a

where T denotes the thrust, N the required power, D the diameter, q the dynamical pressure,
and ~ the etliciency. For one propeller of L-W, for instance, we would obtain

240 hp .550. .69
‘V=75 sq. ft. . 64.5’ (mi/h]’ . ~ . 64.5 mi/hr. 1.47= 1”77;

. ~.q=dm-l
~IK-l =25%.

.

The loss as caIcuIaied from SIis 1– 0.69= 31~o, which is in excess of the theoretical loss. The
remaining loss of 14 per cent is well exphined by the limited number of bladeel by the rotation
of the propelIer stream, by the drag of the blades, and by the friction of the gear. The effi-
ciency due to the second length s, is so I@h that it does not even account for the theoretical
loss. The other ships give a similar result.

It is also possible to estimate J.he effective area of wing of the cars, struts, ropes, and,
last but not least, radiato~. This drag was considerably higher with the older ships than
with the newer onw. In spite of it we aasumed a drag of 6.5 square feet pix engine, and sub
tracted this amount from the area of drag. The remainder still contains a part of these resist-
ances with the older ships. The percentage, however, is not high. The area of the drag of
the airship body, so obtained, is divided by the two-thirds power of the replacement. h
absolute coefficient for the drag of the airship body results. It is put into the last column
of the table.

The coefEcients obtained look reasonable. The first ship, HO, has a very old-fashioned
shape and accordingly a high drag. The n-t thee ships, L%?, -U%, and L@, are simiIar
and also belong together with respect to their coeilicients. Their coefficients difler indeed,

“ but their mem, .028, “forms a distinct d.iflerence from the other ships. The next two ships,
Z.&j and L.46, are simk to L70. They all have the same mficient, .020. L67 and Z39
have a more slender form, they are longer, and accordingly their coefficient is somewhat higher.
This fact indicates aIso that the skin friction is an essential part of the drag. The value of
s obtained for M3 seems less reasonable than the values-obtained for the other ships.

TABLE OF TESTS.

—.

.

CONCLUSION.

These are speciaI results, and the tests show also one general result. If we drag coefhcient
changw cmaiderably during the tests, it is aImost sure that it would change on enIarging a
model to its hundredfold linear dimension or to the millionfold volume. Under these cir-
cumstances it is quite useless to make model tests for the determination of the drag of par-
ticular &hips, if in some way the effect of the change of scale can not be eliminate It
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may be that in particular cases the coefficient obtained by the model test happens to agreo with
the full-sized coefficient; but that proves nothing. Diilerent motions of tha air mav tmoduco
the same coefficient of drag. In consequence o~ th- sca.Ieeflect, it never is certai~ /hat ono
airship form is better than another, if the corresponding model gives a smaller drag
Reynolds number 100 times as small
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